The responses of neurons in the primary visual cortex (V1) to an optimally oriented grating are suppressed when a non-optimal grating is superimposed. Although cross-orientation suppression is thought to reflect mechanisms that maintain a distributed code for orientation, the effect of superimposed gratings on V1 population responses is unknown. Using intrinsic signal optical imaging, we found that patterns of tree shrew V1 activity evoked by superimposed equal-contrast gratings were predicted by the averages of patterns evoked by individual component gratings. This prediction held across contrasts, for summed sinusoidal gratings or nonsumming square-wave gratings, and was evident in single-unit extracellular recordings. Intracellular recordings revealed consistent levels of suppression throughout the time course of subthreshold responses. These results indicate that divisive suppression powerfully governs population responses to multiple orientations. Moreover, the specific form of suppression that we observed appears to support independent population codes for stimulus orientation and strength and calls for a reassessment of mechanisms that underlie cross-orientation suppression.
The response of a single neuron in V1 to an optimally oriented grating is markedly reduced by the superimposition of an orthogonal grating that does not evoke a response by itself [1] [2] [3] . This crossorientation suppression is generally considered to be a manifestation of a pervasive system of divisive suppression in V1, contributing to functions such as contrast gain control and redundancy reduction in the coding of natural images [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Although cross-orientation suppression has been well characterized at the level of single neurons, the manner in which divisive suppression contributes to population coding in V1 is less clear. Because a single grating activates a broad population of cortical neurons, the absolute level of activity of any particular member of the population provides little information about the orientation of the stimulus. However, the relative activity of the neurons in the population provides a robust signal that faithfully represents the orientation of a single grating stimulus and, more generally, the two-dimensional Fourier spectrum of any stimulus [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In principle, divisive suppression can act to preserve the relative levels of activity among the members of the population, preventing phenomena such as response saturation from distorting the distributed representation 5, 16, 17 . In this context, cross-orientation suppression can be viewed as a rescaling of the entire population response to maintain an accurate distributed representation of the orientations in the compound grating stimulus.
This view makes the simple prediction that the population response pattern in V1 to superimposed gratings should approximate the scaled linear sum of the responses to the component gratings presented by themselves. Although this prediction is straightforward, the available evidence leaves its accuracy uncertain. Early stages of cortical processing are well characterized as linear transformations of input from the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), but subsequent stages introduce prominent nonlinearities in single-cell responses (for example, center-surround interactions), whose combined effect on the shape of the population tuning function is difficult to predict from single-unit recordings [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Moreover, available single-unit data on the responses of single neurons to superimposed gratings are largely limited to descriptions of the effect of a non-optimal grating on the responses of neurons to their preferred grating [1] [2] [3] 7, 23 . Understanding the effect of a superimposed grating on population activity requires measuring neuronal responses to all possible combinations of two orientations, irrespective of their relationship to each neuron's preferred orientation.
A further complication in understanding the effect of divisive suppression on population coding is the fact that virtually all previous studies of cross-orientation suppression used a single class of stimuli: drifting sinusoidal gratings whose luminance profiles sum when two gratings are superimposed 2, 3, 7, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . The merits of using this type of stimulus configuration are substantial 28 , but it is not known whether the properties of suppression that have been described with this stimulus set can be generalized to superimposed contours whose luminance profiles do not sum linearly. This is a situation that arises frequently in natural scenes (for example, as a result of occlusion) and presents no less of a challenge to a population code for orientation. In spite of this, two recent studies 26, 27 have suggested that cross-orientation suppression may arise under stimulus conditions that are unique to additive superimposition of sinusoidal gratings. This would appear to limit © 2009 Nature America, Inc. All rights reserved.
the role of divisive suppression in supporting population coding of natural scenes.
The aim of our study was to provide a direct test of the effect of divisive suppression on population responses in V1. Using intrinsic signal imaging techniques in the tree shrew, we found that patterns of population activity evoked by superimposed gratings were predicted with high precision by a specific form of divisive rescaling in which responses to equal-contrast grating pairs were the mean of the patterns evoked by each component grating presented alone. Moreover, this outcome was unchanged whether stimuli were composed of summed sinusoids or nonsumming square-wave gratings and held for both high and low stimulus contrasts. Our results not only indicate that divisive suppression has a fundamental and consistent role in constructing a faithful population representation of multiple simultaneous orientations, but also call for a reassessment of the factors that account for the magnitude of suppression and the mechanisms that have been proposed to explain it.
RESULTS

Population response to superimposed gratings
We first sought to characterize the patterns of population activity that are evoked by nonsumming superimposed gratings that differ in orientation. To do so, we acquired intrinsic signal optical images of tree shrew V1 during presentation of stationary rectangle-wave gratings that were presented alone or as superimposed pairs (Fig. 1) . Unless otherwise specified, component gratings always had equal contrasts of 0.5. Single gratings at 1351 and 451 (Fig. 1a,b ) evoked complementary patterns of relatively active (dark) and inactive (light) regions, corresponding to the distribution of preferred orientation across the cortical surface. When the gratings were superimposed, these patterns were almost completely absent (Fig. 1c-e) , consistent with the prediction from single-unit studies that cortical regions responding vigorously to one grating should have much weaker responses when an orthogonal grating is superimposed.
To fully characterize the population response to superimposed gratings, we constructed population response profiles (PRPs) representing the distribution of cortical activity that was evoked by a stimulus across cortical sites preferring the full range of orientation preferences ( Fig. 1f-j ; see Methods). Distributions of population activity evoked by single gratings had peak positions that matched their stimulus orientations, confirming the accuracy of the PRP procedure. In contrast, PRPs for superimposed gratings often peaked at intermediate orientations, depending on the angle between components, and generally had markedly reduced heights compared with single grating PRPs.
Broadly consistent with divisive suppression, PRPs for superimposed gratings closely resembled PRPs derived from the average of component responses, which we refer to as the component mean (Fig. 1j) . The component mean predicted responses to the superimposed pair, regardless of the preferred orientation of a cortical site or of the relative responses evoked by the two components. Changing the offset angle between gratings from 901 to 201 affected the shape of the PRP for the superimposed pair, narrowing it and eventually yielding a unimodal distribution (Fig. 2a-c) . Nevertheless, PRPs for superimposed gratings closely matched their component mean PRP for each angle offset. Component means also predicted responses to superimposed gratings across a range of spatial frequencies ( Supplementary Fig. 1 online) .
To quantify this phenomenon, we compared responses to component and superimposed gratings pooled across PRPs from all imaging sessions. Responses to superimposed gratings obeyed a strict linear relationship to their component sums (Fig. 2d) . The slope of the bestfit line relating superimposed responses to single-grating responses was 0.51 (R 2 ¼ 0.83); perfect prediction of responses to superimposed gratings by their component means would have produced a slope of exactly 0.5. Regressions within individual imaging sessions yielded similar results (Fig. 2e) .
These results indicate that divisive suppression tightly controls population responses to nonsumming superimposed gratings. This result appears to be inconsistent with recent models suggesting that cross-orientation suppression results from LGN saturation that occurs only under conditions generated by drifting summed sinusoidal gratings 26, 27 . However, it is possible that the suppression that we observed with stationary nonadditive gratings was different from the suppression observed with summed superimposed gratings. To address this possibility, we repeated our experiment in three animals using drifting sinusoidal gratings. As with stationary nonsumming gratings, the PRPs for summed sinusoids were well predicted by their component mean PRPs (Fig. 3a,b) . The ability of the component mean to accurately predict responses to multiple orientations for both additive and nonadditive stimuli suggests that cross-orientation suppression is not limited to a particular stimulus configuration, but rather reflects a more generalized mechanism that regulates overall levels of population activity induced by stimuli that contain multiple orientations.
Models of cross-orientation suppression that are based on LGN saturation also predict that suppression should be absent when both gratings in a superimposed pair have low contrasts, below the point at which their summed contrasts would produce LGN saturation. Against this prediction, we found that the component mean predicted the population response to superimposed gratings as well at low contrast ( Fig. 3c) as it did at high contrast. This was the case even though singlegrating responses roughly doubled when contrast was doubled (compare PRP heights for single gratings in Fig. 3a,c) , indicating that the summed contrast of the low-contrast gratings was insufficient to saturate the responses of cortical neurons and, by extension, their © 2009 Nature America, Inc. All rights reserved. LGN inputs. Combined data from three animals showed essentially the same relationship between superimposed responses and component responses for high-contrast and low-contrast gratings ( Fig. 3b,d ).
Although the component mean accurately predicted responses to superimposed gratings when both components had the same contrast, simple logic dictates that the same prediction could not hold for components with dissimilar contrasts. At the extreme, as the contrast of one grating goes toward zero, the PRP for a superimposed pair should approach that of the remaining grating. Consistent with this prediction, when individual gratings had different contrasts, the PRP for the superimposed pair departed from the component mean and began to resemble that of the higher-contrast grating (Fig. 3e,f) .
Single-unit studies have shown that cross-orientation suppression is an essentially local phenomenon 3 . Consistent with this, we found that the component mean predicted population responses to superimposed gratings only at cortical locations that had receptive fields encompassing both components. Activity evoked by an 'X' consisting of a single line at each orientation was well predicted by the component mean in a region of cortex extending roughly 1 mm from the representation of the point of crossing between the two lines ( Supplementary Fig. 2 online) . In the tree shrew, this corresponds to roughly 51 of visual angle 29 , which is about the size of the typical V1 receptive field in layer 2/3 at this eccentricity 30 . Regions farther away from the crossing point had responses that were close to each line presented alone.
In sum, our results indicate that divisive suppression is a ubiquitous feature of V1 processing that operates on a broader range of stimulus configurations than previously thought. We observed essentially identical rescaling of the population response regardless of whether stimuli were summed drifting sinusoids or nonsumming stationary rectanglewave gratings, or whether they appeared at high or low contrast. Furthermore, we found that divisive suppression takes a particular form in which population responses to any two equal-contrast gratings are well predicted by the mean of the component responses.
Validation of intrinsic signal results
Although our imaging results indicated that neuronal responses to superimposed gratings were predicted by the mean of their component responses, we wished to ensure that this outcome reflected neuronal activity and not non-neuronal hemodynamic factors or our imaging techniques. To validate our imaging results, we made single-unit extracellular recordings in layer 2/3 using the same stationary squarewave gratings that we used for imaging. Neuronal responses to superimposed gratings were well predicted by the mean of responses to each component presented alone (Fig. 4a-e) , indicating that our intrinsic signal images faithfully represented the average activity of V1 neurons to superimposed gratings.
To assess how reliably the component mean predicted responses to paired gratings among individual cells, we computed a suppression index for each neuron by subtracting from 1 the ratio of the superimposed response to the sum of component responses for each grating pair and then averaging the resulting values across all 28 unique stimulus pairs tested with each cell (see Methods). Under this measure, a cell with responses to superimposed gratings that were the same as the sum of component responses would have a suppression index value of 0, a cell showing complete suppression would have a suppression index of 1 and a cell with superimposed responses exactly equal to component means would have a suppression index of 0.5. All but 2 of the 15 neurons recorded from five tree shrews had suppression index values falling in a single cluster between 0.3 and 0.6 (Fig. 4f) , further suggesting that our imaging results reflect the behavior of a majority of individual layer 2/3 neurons.
Time course of responses to superimposed gratings Our imaging and extracellular experiments revealed comparable levels of divisive suppression induced by superimposed gratings. However, both of these measures are averages of neuronal responses during the stimulus period. It is possible that neuronal responses to superimposed gratings could show complex dynamics that lead them to depart substantially from the component mean, but that are obscured by temporal averaging. For example, if suppression were instantiated, at least in part, by feedback mechanisms, we would expect to see a delay in suppression relative to response onset. To better understand the temporal dynamics of suppression, we made in vivo intracellular recordings from layer 2/3 neurons. We obtained stable recordings from 15 neurons in 8 animals for a time that was sufficient (B1 h) to collect responses to at least 15 presentations of each of the 36 stimuli in our battery. Stimulus and timing parameters were identical to those that we used during extracellular recordings. Similar to our imaging and extracellular results, responses to paired gratings resembled the mean of their component responses consistently among our sample of neurons for all grating combinations (Fig. 5) . In the same neuron, membrane potential and firing rates evoked by superimposed gratings were equally well predicted by component means ( Supplementary Fig. 3 online) .
To more precisely assess how well this prediction held up over time, we repeated the regression analysis that we used for imaging and extracellular records, comparing each response to a superimposed pair to the sum of responses evoked by its respective components (Fig. 6a-d) . Regression slopes for average membrane potential during the first 200, 20, 10 and 5 ms following response onset were 0.48, 0.49, 0.46 and 0.42, respectively; as before, perfect prediction of responses to grating pairs by their component means would produce a slope of 0.5. These data indicate that divisive suppression produced by superimposed gratings was essentially devoid of dynamics and was present in close to its mature form from the earliest measurable response (Fig. 6e,f) .
DISCUSSION
We found that patterns of V1 population activity evoked by multiple simultaneous gratings differing in orientation were predicted with high precision by a simple form of divisive suppression. Specifically, activity patterns evoked by two superimposed gratings of identical contrast were well predicted by the mean of patterns evoked by each grating presented alone. This prediction was accurate for cortical neurons of all preferred orientations relative to the stimuli and for a wide range of orientation pairs. Moreover, the component mean was equally effective in predicting multiple grating responses for summed and nonsummed grating pairs and at both high and low contrasts. Single-unit recordings confirm that these population measures reflect the average activity of individual V1 neurons, that suppression is evident at the earliest stages © 2009 Nature America, Inc. All rights reserved. of cortical activation and that it continues to account for the population response throughout the duration of the stimulus period. These results indicate that divisive suppression and the response rescaling it produces are highly consistent features of the V1 population response to multiple orientations under a broad range of stimulus types. The fact that superimposition of gratings of equivalent contrast yields a population response that is the average of the responses to the component gratings has not, to the best of our knowledge, been noted in previous studies of cross-orientation suppression in V1 ( refs. 1-3,7,24-27 ). In retrospect, this is understandable given that the focus of most previous studies has been on how a non-optimal grating suppresses the response of neurons to their preferred grating stimulus, rather than on how populations of neurons represent multiple orientations. Indeed, previous studies have not typically reported the response evoked by the cross-oriented grating by itself, making it impossible to assess whether responses to superimposed gratings could have been predicted by the means of their component responses 1, 3, 24, 25 . In addition, many studies have placed an emphasis on the effect of varying the contrast of the cross-oriented 'mask' grating while keeping the contrast of the preferred grating fixed, and have shown that the strength of suppression varies with mask contrast. These results are not inconsistent with our own, in which responses to superimposed gratings are predicted by their component means only when components have equal contrast.
We note, however, that in those situations in which responses to both component gratings have been reported, responses of V1 neurons to superimposed gratings of equivalent contrast often appear to fall close to the component average 7, 26, 27 . Moreover, single-unit studies in macaque extrastriate areas have shown that the mean of the component responses generally predicts activity evoked by multiple stimuli, such as colored bars in V2 and V4 (refs. 31-33), directions of motion in middle temporal and medial superior temporal cortex 34, 35 , and shapes in inferotemporal cortex 36 . However, as our own single-unit data indicate, even with component gratings that are identical except for their orientation, there is cell-to-cell variability in the strength of suppression. On average, responses to superimposed gratings are predicted by the component mean; whether functionally distinct subclasses of neurons show characteristic and systematic departures from this prediction remains an open question.
What makes our results particularly intriguing is that they do not fit well with the traditional view of cross-orientation suppression as an outcome of a contrast gain control mechanism that prevents saturation from distorting the distributed representation of stimulus features 2,4-7 . If saturation avoidance were the principal purpose of suppression, then we should have found that the amount of suppression varied with the contrast of the component gratings. For example, the superimposition of two low-contrast gratings requires little or no suppression to prevent the peak of the population response from reaching saturation. In spite of this, we found that the component mean predicted responses to equal-contrast superimposed gratings at both high and low contrasts (but see ref. 26 ).
This consistency suggests that cross-orientation suppression is dictated by factors other than the potential for response saturation. We propose instead that cross-orientation suppression is the single-cell manifestation of a population coding scheme that maintains independent codes for stimulus orientation(s) and strength (for example, contrast); the orientations present in a local (receptive field sized) region of the stimulus are encoded by the relative activity of units tuned to different orientations (that is, the shape of the population response), whereas stimulus strength is separately encoded by the summed activity of the entire local population. Specifically, cross-orientation suppression results from the redistribution of cortical activity necessary to represent the more complex orientation spectrum of the superimposed stimulus, without changing the total amount of cortical activity devoted to its representation ( Supplementary Fig. 4 online). When two gratings of the same contrast are superimposed, the level of population activity to which they are entitled by their contrast is distributed equally between them. One outcome of this redistribution is that the resulting profile of population activity is the mean of the profiles evoked by each when presented alone (when each grating is afforded the full measure of cortical activity commensurate with its contrast). A related outcome is that the responses of individual neurons preferring one of the gratings are smaller than when that grating is shown by itself to compensate for increased activity among neurons preferring the second grating, hence cross-orientation suppression. Furthermore, what we observed as the failure of the predictive power of the component mean when two gratings differed in contrast simply reflects the fact that the redistribution of cortical activity is weighted by the relative contrast of each grating. This weighting is necessary to ensure that the distribution of activity across neurons with different preferred orientations accurately encodes the relative contrasts of the gratings.
One notable feature of our results is the fact that the summed population response to a pair of superimposed gratings was identical to the summed population response evoked by one of the components presented alone. In other words, superimposing an additional grating of the same contrast did not change the total amount of cortical activity representing the stimulus. Although this at first seems at odds with the fact that linear summation of two gratings will produce a new stimulus with twice the Michelson contrast of each component, it makes sense when one notes that that this increased contrast is not reflected in the stimulus orientation spectrum. Although the spectrum of the new stimulus is more elaborate, it contains no more contrast at any particular orientation than the spectra of either of its component gratings.
Our results emphasize that the distributed coding of superimposed gratings is fundamentally a zero-sum operation. Adding elements of the same contrast to a stimulus reduces the amount of neural activity that is available to represent each of the components. We predict that the addition of more gratings at the same contrast should only further broaden the distribution of population activity without increasing the total amount of population activity representing the stimulus. Consistent with this, we note that the component mean has been observed to predict single-neuron responses to three stimuli in inferotemporal cortex 36 . By the same token, changing the contrast of the stimulus without changing its orientation composition will change the total amount of cortical activity without changing the relative distribution of the activity pattern.
Although the idea that the shape of the population response represents the stimulus orientation spectrum is fairly conventional, the idea that the total population activity could provide an independent representation of stimulus intensity has not figured prominently in previous discussions of population coding. However, a role for summed population activity as an independent measure of overall stimulus strength has been featured in at least one model of population-based probabilistic stimulus decoding 37 . Consistent with this role, we found that plotting PRP area versus contrast of a single grating yielded a contrast response function that was very similar to those of individual neurons ( Supplementary Fig. 5 online, also see ref. 38) . Moreover, the consistency of the component mean in predicting responses to superimposed gratings across contrasts indicates that a similar contrast response function exists for any pair of superimposed gratings, allowing summed population activity to signal the contrasts of more complex stimuli as well.
The applicability of our results to combinations of stimuli differing along dimensions other than orientation is an open question. It is important to emphasize that we do not propose that the component mean should predict responses to any combination of equal-strength stimuli. Rather, it should only apply when the combined stimulus requires that V1 encode multiple simultaneous values along the dimension in question. For example, when two gratings differing in orientation are superimposed, their combined response resembles the component mean because the combined stimulus contains information about both orientations, evinced by the dual peaks in the stimulus' two-dimensional frequency spectrum. On the other hand, the response to a stimulus derived from simple summation of two gratings that are identical in orientation will not be predicted by the component mean: the 'compound' stimulus is simply a single grating at a higher contrast. As such, it has only a single frequency peak and is seen by V1 as a single feature. This caveat does leave open the possibility that the component mean may predict responses to other compound stimuli that contain information about their source components, such as the sum of two gratings differing in spatial frequency. In any such case, however, the extent to which the compound stimulus will evoke the component mean will be critically dependent on the components having equal strengths. Thus, although we might predict the same suppressive mechanisms to sculpt population activity for a stimulus that combines multiple spatial frequencies, the overall band-pass sensitivity of V1 in the frequency domain limits the range of frequency combinations under which we would expect it to produce the mean specifically.
The mechanism underlying cross-orientation suppression has long been a subject of debate. Under the normalization model 5, 7 , crossorientation suppression was proposed to be mediated by inhibitory feedback that is driven by the pooled activity of all orientation-tuned units. Subsequent work led to the proposal that suppression was an outcome of activity-dependent depression of thalamocortical synapses, rather than cortical inhibition 39, 40 . However, this explanation has been challenged by the observation that synaptic depression at the geniculocortical synapse is insufficient to explain the amount of suppression that is induced by a cross-oriented grating 41 . More recent work has demonstrated that cross-orientation suppression of layer 4 simple cells is accompanied by a decrease in both excitatory and inhibitory currents, effectively ruling out cortical inhibition as a source of suppression 26 . Two recent studies 26, 27 have proposed that crossorientation suppression arises from nonlinearities in the responses of LGN neurons, which are further amplified by the nonlinearities of spike threshold at the geniculo-cortical synapse.
Our results are difficult to reconcile with all of the proposed mechanisms of divisive suppression. Consistent with previous reports of fast cross-orientation suppression 25 , the presence of suppression from the very onset of subthreshold responses seems to preclude the involvement of inhibitory feedback. We observed suppression with stationary gratings, whereas the synaptic depression model predicts suppression exclusively for drifting gratings 40 . Similarly, models that attribute much of the suppression to LGN saturation predict little or no suppression for gratings that do not sum linearly: that is, those that do not produce regions of saturating contrast 26, 27 . Against this, we observed the same strength of suppression for both nonsumming rectangle-wave gratings and summed sinusoids. In addition, these models predict that suppression should diminish at low contrast. Instead, we found that the strength of suppression was essentially identical for sinusoidal gratings at 25% and 12.5% contrast, even though the difference in activity evoked by single gratings at each contrast showed that cortical neurons, and presumably their thalamic inputs, were not near saturation in the low-contrast conditions.
The only previous study that we know of to use intracellular recordings to examine V1 responses to multiple gratings found far greater cross-orientation suppression (roughly twice as much) in spike rate than in membrane potential, suggesting that a nonlinear relationship between membrane potential and spike rate is important in amplifying suppressive effects 26 . In contrast, we found that the component mean predicted membrane potentials about as well as it predicted spike rates. Several factors may explain this difference. Previously, intracellular responses were characterized principally by measuring the magnitude of the modulation of spike rate and membrane potential at the fundamental frequency of a drifting stimulus after discarding data from the first stimulus cycle 26 . In our experiments, we used stationary stimuli and characterized membrane responses as departures from resting potential averaged in discrete time windows following response onset, and spiking responses as average firing rate during the full 500-ms stimulus epoch. Another differentiating factor was the way in which we removed action potentials from membrane voltage records. Instead of using a 5-ms mean filter 26 , we truncated depolarizations past a manual estimate of spike threshold. Both methods probably distort the relationship between membrane potential and spike rate to a certain extent. Our use of a stationary stimulus, however, allowed us to look at extremely early time points in membrane responses, before spike threshold was reached. Notably, we observed that even at these earliest time points, membrane potentials for superimposed gratings were well predicted by the mean of the component responses. Although the discrepancy between previous results and our own may also be attributable to laminar differences (that is, cortical layer 4 versus layer 2/3) or species differences, we conclude that cross-orientation suppression in layer 2/3 can be explained without the need to invoke the nonlinearities of spike threshold.
One feature that is common to many proposed models of crossorientation suppression is the assumption that it stems, either directly or indirectly, from the same mechanisms that mediate contrast gain control 4, 5, 7, 26, 27 . Our results challenge this outlook; the ability of the component mean to predict responses at different contrasts suggests that cross-orientation suppression should be viewed as a separate process. Moreover, viewed from the perspective of a population code that jointly represents the orientation spectrum and the effectiveness of a broad range of stimuli, the term suppression itself may be a misnomer. The orientation spectrum of the compound grating stimulus is fundamentally different from that of the single grating stimulus and, in this respect, the mechanism responsible for cross-orientation suppression may be similar to the reduction in response that occurs in a single neuron when an optimal grating stimulus is replaced with a less optimal grating, a reduction in response that few would regard as suppression. Of course, recasting the phenomenon in this way does not reveal the circuitry that produces it. Further studies that probe the behavior of identified subpopulations of cortical neurons and their interactions will be necessary to gain insights into this fundamental behavior of cortical circuits.
(vol/vol) in a 1:1 mixture of N 2 O and O 2 . After placement in a stereotactic device, shrews were paralyzed and respirated to maintain end-tidal CO 2 between 3 and 4%. During imaging and recording, halothane was reduced to B1% and adjusted as needed to maintain a stable heart rate. Temperature was maintained at 38 1C with a thermal blanket.
For intrinsic signal imaging experiments, the scalp was incised and the bone over V1 was thinned with a scalpel blade. A dental wax chamber was mounted to the skull, filled with agar and topped with a glass coverslip. Optical signals were imaged with an Imager 3001 (Optical Imaging) under 690-nm illumination.
For extra-and intracellular electrode recordings, a small hole was made in the skull and the underlying dura was reflected. Extracellular recordings were made with glass-coated tungsten electrodes (FHC). Signals were band-pass filtered between 300 and 3,000 Hz, digitized at 10 kHz and recorded for offline analysis. Intracellular recordings were made with sharp electrodes (90-130 MO) filled with 2 M potassium acetate. Potentials were recorded without filtering for offline analysis.
Visual stimuli. In imaging experiments, the principal experimental stimulus consisted of stationary rectangle-wave gratings composed of 0.251 wide lines, separated by 31, that were presented against a gray background (Fig. 1a-c ,f-h); this spacing was sufficiently close to ensure uniform stimulation of the cortex ( Supplementary Fig. 6 online) . The 0.251 lines alternated in unison between light and dark (relative to the fixed-luminance background) at 2 Hz to maintain cortical activity during image acquisition. During both the light and dark phases, the Michelson contrast was 0.5. When superimposed, gratings appeared to be overlaid, as if one transparent sheet with thin lines was placed on another transparent sheet with lines of a different orientation, and the two were laid together on a gray background. The luminance of pixels where the thin lines crossed was the same as for a single grating. A single experimental run generally contained four stimulus conditions: two single gratings of differing orientations, a superimposed condition with the same two orientations overlaid, and a blank. Stimuli appeared for 4.5 s, with an 8-s interstimulus interval to allow intrinsic signals to decay to baseline (Supplementary Fig. 7 online) . Stimulus conditions were randomly interleaved and repeated 20-100 times.
In some experiments, we used drifting achromatic sinusoidal gratings. Gratings were 0.25 cycles per degree and drifted at 4 Hz. When presented as superimposed pairs, sinusoidal gratings combined linearly (that is, Michelson contrast for superimposed gratings was twice that of each individual component). In separate runs, we also acquired images during presentation of drifting square-wave gratings (0.4 cycles per degree, 4 Hz) at four orientations (01, 451, 901 and 1351). We subsequently used these data to generate orientation-preference maps according to a vector-sum method.
Stimuli for both extra-and intracellular recordings were identical to the stationary gratings that we used during optical imaging. Stimuli were presented for 500 ms with a 2-s interstimulus interval. Only the light phase of each stimulus was used (that is, light bars on the gray background). The standard stimulus set consisted of single gratings at eight different orientations and 28 conditions consisting of every combination of the eight base orientations. Stimuli were randomly interleaved and responses were averaged over 15-40 repetitions.
Data acquisition and analysis. We averaged images of the cortex in 500-ms frames beginning 500 ms before stimulus onset. After first-frame subtraction, images were converted to percent-reflectance-change maps (DR/R) by dividing them by the same first frame. Each DR/R map was then high-pass filtered by subtracting a 1-mm mean-filtered version of the same map, and then passed through a 0.05-mm mean filter to remove high frequencies.
To relate population responses evoked by superimposed gratings to activity evoked by single gratings, we derived PRPs for each stimulus condition 14 . We used orientation-preference maps to assign a preferred orientation tag to each pixel, ranging from 01 to 1791 in 0.71 steps. Next, for each image acquired during presentation of an experimental stimulus (for example, a pair of superimposed gratings), we computed the average signal intensity among all pixels with the same orientation tag. We rebinned these averages at 101 increments and plotted them as a function of orientation tag to produce PRPs. Because the high-pass filtering of the input images amounted to a mean-value subtraction, the resulting PRPs no longer represented DR/R and frequently contained negative numbers. To avoid confusion, we assembled PRPs into families composed of one PRP for a superimposed pair and one for each of its component gratings, and defined the most negative value among all points in each family as zero. We then set the maximum value in the family to 1 and scaled all other values accordingly. It is important to note that neither of these last two steps in any way changes the relative values of PRPs in a stimulus family.
During extracellular recordings, we performed preliminary online spike sorting using Spike2 software (CED). Once we isolated the response of a single neuron, we employed automated procedures to determine receptive field position and preferred orientation. Only cells from which we recorded at least 15 repetitions of each of our experimental stimuli were included in further analysis. We adjusted the position of gratings for each neuron to ensure that one crossing-point of each superimposed pairs was located as close as possible to the center of its receptive field (this applied to intracellular recordings as well). More precise offline spike sorting frequently permitted us to extract the response of more than one neuron from each stimulus run.
During intracellular recordings, we only analyzed data from cells with resting potentials below À60 mV and action potential peaks exceeding 0 mV. To analyze the evolution of responses over time, we computed response latency for each superimposed grating pair by identifying the earliest 0.1-ms bin in the response to the more-preferred component that had a voltage above rest with a probability of less than 0.01 on the basis of the distribution of voltages recorded during the first 20 ms following stimulus onset. This criterion corresponded to a median depolarization of 1.8 mV from rest and identified response onsets with a median latency of 50.7 ms, both averaged across all grating pairs from all neurons. This relatively long median latency reflects the effect of grating pairs that evoked weak and slowly-rising responses.
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